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Recent gathering of the International Nadlan Community (INC) of the Israeli Real Estate Center at
the offices of Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman, LLP in Times Sq.

Manhattan, NY Not even an unpleasant weather forecast could freeze out a gathering of the
International Nadlan Community (INC) of the Israeli Real Estate Center at the offices of Pillsbury
Winthrop Shaw Pittman, LLP in Times Sq. Eran Rolls, chairman of the Israeli Real Estate Center
with Joe Berko, president of INC and Karen Gamba, PR and business development director of INC,
hosted a real estate dinner and roundtable discussion where real estate, engineering, finance and
construction professionals from the city met for a forum to share opportunities, needs and goals for
2018 and beyond.
The event drew professionals from: Bayport Funding LLC, TOWN Residential, Caesarstone USA,

BMBY, WSP, Douglas Elliman, Morgan Stanley, Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP, Bank Leumi,
BOND NY, Greenstone, Urbanr, Riverside Abstract, Ellenoff Grossman and Schole, LLP, AYALIM,
Ellipsis and Berko & Associates.
These grassroots, roundtable discussions offer participants an opportunity to share information
about their businesses and their needs for growth and expansion. By partnering with our community,
we aim to boost branding, connectivity, growth and abundance for all who work with us.
“I was already able to grow relationships and build my business from joining a recent INC roundtable
just a few weeks ago. These roundtables are highly effective business development tools,” said Erez
Pogrebinsky of Caesarstone USA which is an Israeli manufacturing company that provides premium
quartz surfaces, which are used in both residential and commercial projects as countertops, vanities,
wall cladding, floors and other interior surfaces in some of the largest projects in the United States.
“At these discussions, the people are the content.” said Rolls, “People will be offered the opportunity
to be part of something they don’t have now – a real community.”
These gatherings aim to highlight and enhance ties, business and investment opportunities between
the INC members in the New York area.
Rolls, Adi Horesh, Berko and Gamba will be leading these real estate gathering discussions in the
New York area over the upcoming weeks and months.
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